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Abstract A plankton eco-evolutionary model with an alga that has the metabolic12

pathways to allow it to function as an autotroph or heterotroph is considered. Eco-13

logical constraints dictate that the traits that describe the feeding preferences and14

abilities of the alga naturally have bounded distributions. The trait distributions15

are then non-normal, and evolve with the population as it changes its trophic16

behaviour from an autotroph to a heterotroph.17

A key result of the simulations is that the populations remain in ecological18

stasis for many generations while the trait mean slowly adapts - only at the con-19

clusion of this transition does herbivory emerge. After initially adapting to improve20

its competitive performance as an autotroph, the adapting population eventually21

emerges as a heterotroph having maximised its share of the resources at the ex-22

pense of its prey, previously its competitor.23

Keywords eco-evolution · resource-based model · gamma-distributed traits ·24

naturally-bounded traits25

1 Introduction26

Predation is thought to have evolved many times, at different trophic levels, and is27

acknowledged as a strong evolutionary force that can shape ecosystems (Bengtson28

2002). While it was originally assumed that evolutionary change in populations29

progressed at a much slower pace than changes due to interactions with their30

biotic and abiotic environment, the recent view is that evolution can progress31

rapidly, on similar time scales to ecological dynamics (Schoener 2011). Substantial32

evidence exists to support this view (Pelletier et al. 2009), with experimental33
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evolution even being demonstrated in laboratory studies (Post & Palkovacs 2009).34

Competition and predation systems separately have strong theoretical support,35

with histories dating back nearly 100 years, and the coevolution of predators and36

prey has received considerable attention (Abrams 1991, Cortez & Ellner 2010,37

Cortez 2016, Pastor 2017). However, few models exist to demonstrate the processes38

by which populations transition from one trophic strategy to another, in particular39

how autotrophs might transition to heterotrophy (Govaert et al. 2018, De Meester40

et al. 2019).41

Marine plankton are perhaps canonical examples of where understanding the42

processes by which such transitions occur may be of immediate practical impor-43

tance (Fussman et al. 2002). Mixotrophy, the trophic interaction where plants44

behave like animals and animals behave like plants and the distinction between45

a plant and an animal becomes blurred, is now known to be common amongst46

the marine plankton, with approximately 80% of species thought to be functional47

mixotrophs (Flynn et al. 2013). The key role of marine plankton in the transfer of48

gas between the ocean and the atmosphere, including the production of oxygen, the49

drawdown of carbon dioxide, and the production of climatically important gases50

such as dimethyl sulphide (Mitra et al. 2014), suggests that an improved theoret-51

ical understanding of how populations transition between these roles is central to52

developing climate models that can incorporate these processes.53

The evolution of a new trophic strategy proceeds via the modification of an54

existing strategy - the evolution of heterotrophy in an organism depends upon the55

modification of a metabolic system, such as the Krebs cycle, previously used by56

an autotroph (Bell 2012). Experimental results have demonstrated the transition57

of an alga from autotrophy to heterotrophy in the laboratory over ecological time,58

evidenced by their ability to survive in the dark solely by metabolising the or-59

ganic molecule acetate (Bell 2012). This transition involves an intermediate stage60

known as mixotrophy, a common strategy amongst many organisms (Selosse et al.61

2017), but well documented in marine plankton in particular (Flynn et al. 2013).62

Bell (2012) notes that the green alga he studied, Chlamydomonas, is a unicellular63

chlorophyte that can use both autotrophic and heterotrophic metabolic pathways.64

Despite these being located in different cellular compartments, changes in the65

strategy used involve dramatic adjustments in the economy of the cell. Chlamy-66

domonas grows rapidly in light by fixing CO2 and more slowly in dark by metab-67

olizing acetate. The initial populations in the experiments could not survive solely68

by metabolizing acetate, but around 8% evolved to become pure heterotrophs69

within a few tens of generations and lost the ability to grow in light. Bell (2012)70

attributed the majority of the change in trait variation in Chlamydomonas in the71

experiments to selection.72

Eco-evolutionary modelling that uses a quantitative genetics approach consid-73

ers how the average value of a population trait, that has some variance within the74

population, changes in response to changes in the population’s biotic and abiotic75

environment (Abrams 1991, Cortez & Ellner 2010, Fussman et al. 2007, Pastor76

2017). These “quantitative genetics” approaches consider evolution resulting from77

existing genetic variation (Govaert et al. 2018). Such approaches are often based78

on a description of how traits evolve derived by Lande (1976), using a variety of79

functions that estimate how changes in the average value of the trait affects the80

population fitness (Abrams et al. 1993, Fussman et al. 2002, Cortez 2016, Pas-81

tor 2017). These fitness functions are often simple growth functions derived from82
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heuristic Lotka-Volterra models of the population interactions. We continue this83

approach here, but with the key difference that we consider eco-evolutionary pro-84

cesses in a resource-based Lotka-Volterra model that naturally includes bounds85

upon the distributions of key traits.86

The bounds imply that the trait variance is related to the trait mean, and87

consequently that trait distributions may be more accurately modelled by bounded88

distributions such as β (Klauschies et al. 2018) or γ (Cropp & Norbury 2019) rather89

than normal distributions (Abrams 1999, Abrams & Matsuda 2004, Chesson 2000,90

Cortez & Ellner 2010, Cortez & Patel 2017). Unlike normal distributions in which91

the mean is independent of the variance, these are related in bounded distributions,92

a property observed in some traits of real populations (Gaedke & Klauschies 2017).93

This leads to a new eco-evolutionary model that possesses significantly different94

time scale behaviours. We use such a model to show that an autotrophic alga95

can evolve to a heterotroph. Interestingly, much of the adaptation occurs during96

periods of ecological stasis, when the alga develops its ability to function as a97

heterotroph, but continues to actually function almost exclusively as an autotroph.98

Eventually, it relatively rapidly switches its trophic strategy from autotrophy to99

heterotrophy by losing its autotrophic ability.100

2 The Eco-evolutionary Model101

We consider a simple Lotka-Volterra ecosystem model of two interacting popula-102

tions in a resource-based framework that has been described in detail elsewhere103

(Cropp & Norbury 2015b), so here we mostly describe the evolutionary aspects104

of the model. However, a key component of the approach we take is that the105

resource-based framework in which we construct the ecological sub-model pro-106

vides the natural bounds on the trait distributions in the evolutionary sub-model,107

so we provide a very brief summary of the “ecological axioms” that underpin the108

model:109

– The resources and populations are measured in a common currency, usually110

the limiting nutrient recycling in the system;111

– The limiting nutrient is available in a finite total amount, which is used to scale112

the populations so that each resource or population is measured as a fraction113

of the total limiting nutrient;114

– The mass of limiting nutrient is conserved as it flows through the ecosystem;115

– The per-capita rate of change of each population is independent of how we116

measure the system, and depends only on the available resource and the other117

population fractions;118

– The growth of every population is an explicit, monotonic function of the re-119

sources available to it, whether inorganic nutrient or another population - when120

a population’s resources are maximal it increases, and when they are zero it121

decreases;122

– When the inorganic nutrient pool is empty, no resource can be taken from the123

pool, and the limiting resource in the pool can only increase.124

These conditions ensure that the ecosystem model equations have sensible proper-125

ties, but it is the fifth condition that is particularly important in an eco-evolutionary126

context. This condition prevents the model populations from being immortal (if127
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they can increase when they have no resources); and relieves us from modelling128

populations that are never viable (if they can’t increase when resources are maxi-129

mal). These simple conditions provide the bounds on the trait distributions that130

turn out to be vital to the eco-evolutionary processes in this model. This is dis-131

cussed in detail in §2.1.132

We consider an autotroph population x1 and a mixotroph population x2 in133

the Conservative Normal framework (Cropp & Norbury 2015b). The populations134

are measured in terms of the fraction of the total limiting nutrient in the ecosys-135

tem that they contain. The mixotroph population x2 initially functions as an136

autotroph, but has a “feeding preference” parameter 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1. This parameter137

identifies the relative preference for x2 of autotrophy (via photosynthesis) or het-138

erotrophy (by predating upon x1) and thus captures whether it “does better” by139

autotrophy or heterotrophy. The evolutionary component of the model assumes140

that x1 does not adapt to the change in x2’s feeding behaviour, and allows the141

trait average food preference ρ of x2 to vary as well as a21, the trait average of its142

direct interaction with x1. Competition between x1 and x2 for inorganic nutrient143

is represented by a21 > 0, while predation of x2 upon x1 is represented by a21 < 0.144

The eco-evolutionary model, obtained by coupling the resource-based Lotka-145

Volterra ecosystem equations with the Lande evolution equations (see below), is146

described by the equations:147

dx1
dt

= x1f1(x1, x2, N) = x1(r1N −m1 − a11x1 − a12x2), (1)

dx2
dt

= x2f2(x1, x2, N, ρ) = x2(r2ρN −m2 − a21(1− ρ)x1 − a22x2),

da21
dt

= −h21
(
a21 + a12

β1

)
(1− ρ)x1,

dρ

dt
= h22

(
(1− ρ)ρ

β2
2

)
(r2N + a21x1).

Here, r1 and r2 are the average autotrophic growth rates of x1 and x2 respec-148

tively on inorganic nutrient N , m1 and m2 are their average density-independent149

mortality rates, a11 and a22 are their average density-dependent mortality rates,150

and a12 and a21 are the average effects of each population upon the other. The fit-151

ness function ln W̄ = f2 (see equation (4) below) has been used to derive the evolu-152

tionary equations, and we have assumed that a21 is bounded only by the local mass153

balance constraint−a12 < a21 (loosely that x2 cannot gain more mass through pre-154

dation than x1 loses), and that 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 by definition. The system is considered at155

steady state with its environment, so that net movements of mass of limiting nutri-156

ent across the boundary are zero (Vitousek & Matson 2012). The system is scaled157

by the total mass of recycled limiting nutrient, so the relation N = 1−x1−x2 holds.158

This defines both an ecospace E ≡ {0 < x1 < 1, 0 < x2 < 1, 0 < x1 + x2 < 1} in159

which the ecologically valid dynamics of the system occur, and a resource space160

R ≡ {0 < N < 1, 0 < x1 < 1, 0 < N + x1 < 1} that contains all the resources for161

the two populations. Note that the system is not closed with respect to flows of162

energy and other nutrients.163

We follow the derivation of Lande (1976) and consider the evolution of the av-164

erage value of a heritable phenotypic character z̄, a trait, in response to selection.165
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When the phenotype has a γ-distribution, rather than the commonly assumed nor-166

mal distribution, the average trait value is given by z̄(t) = α/β where α is a shape167

parameter and β is a rate parameter that together determine the distribution. The168

general form of the γ-distribution assumes a lower bound of zero, but parameters169

in resource-limited models may have lower bounds other than zero (equations (6)170

and (7)).171

We derive an equation describing how the average value of a trait that is γ-172

distributed changes over time in (Cropp & Norbury 2019). Allowing for a non-zero173

lower bound zL for z̄ and, assuming continuous trait variation, we get:174

dz̄

dt
= h2

(
z̄(t)− zL

β

)
∂ ln W̄

∂z̄(t)
, (2)

where h2 is the realised additive heritability of the character and W̄ is the average175

fitness of the population. The consequence of having a bounded trait is that the176

variance becomes a function of the average trait value (specifically σ2 = (z̄−zL)/β)177

and ensures that phenotypes with bounded distributions are not able to exceed178

their bounds during computer simulations. Together, the heritability of the trait179

(h2), the variance of the trait values ((z̄ − zL)/β), and the magnitude of the sen-180

sitivity of the average population fitness to the average trait value (∂ ln W̄/∂z̄),181

determine how quickly the average trait value changes. The trait mean and vari-182

ance are always positive, so the sign of the sensitivity determines whether the trait183

value increases or decreases.184

Where average trait values are bounded both above and below, the distribution185

of the trait values may be bimodal (Coutinho et al. 2016, Cortez & Patel 2017),186

perhaps comprised of reflected γ-distributions, and then we use the equation:187

dz̄

dt
= h2

(
(zU − z̄(t))(z̄(t)− zL)

β2

)
∂ ln W̄

∂z̄(t)
. (3)

Note that a β-distribution might alternately be assumed here (Klauschies et al.188

2018).189

When considering heuristic models (in which much detail has been abstracted190

and subsumed into generic descriptions of processes) it is appropriate to use heuris-191

tic representations of average population fitness (Abrams et al. 1993, Fussman et al.192

2002, Cortez 2016, Pastor 2017). Many of these approaches define the average pop-193

ulation fitness to be part or all of the population growth function fi. Simply defin-194

ing the fitness function W̄i = fi is not appropriate for an eco-evolutionary model195

as the logarithm of the population fitnesses would be undefined at the ecological196

coexistence steady state (where fi = 0 for all i). Here we use the exponential form197

(Vasseur et al. 2011, Osmond et al. 2017):198

ln W̄i = fi ⇒ W̄i = efi . (4)

As this metric of fitness is an exponential function, it never equals zero within199

the ecospace and only has optima at the bounds of its range, so the ecologi-200

cal equilibrium (defined by f1 = 0 = f2) and the fitness equilibrium (defined201

by da21/dt = 0 = dρ/dt) cannot coincide while the trait variance is non-zero.202

This produces the property that the evolutionary component of the model will203

continually exert pressure to move the ecological equilibrium to a higher fitness204

evolutionary state as long as there remains some variance in the population.205
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2.1 Ecological Constraints on Trait Values206

We consider ecologically valid definitions of viable populations that are not im-207

mortal (Cropp & Norbury 2015b): if a population does not have any resource208

available it reduces; if the world is full of its resource the population increases.209

We are interested in modelling populations in the heuristic Lotka-Volterra frame-210

work, where populations have monotonically increasing per capita growth rates as211

their resources increase. This ecological axiom may be expressed very succinctly212

mathematically as:213

fi|Ri=1 > 0 > fi|Ri=0, (5)

where Ri is the resource(s) that population xi depends upon for survival. Note214

that Ri may be a living or nonliving resource, for example, in the model (1), the215

resource for population x1 is R1 = N , as it is purely an autotroph, whereas the216

resource for population x2 is R2 = N + x1, as it may function as an autotroph217

(consumes N only), a mixotroph (consumes both) or a heterotroph (consumes x1218

only).219

Populations that do not comply with these constraints are either immortal if220

fi|Ri=0 ≥ 0, or unviable if fi|Ri=1 ≤ 0. When populations function as autotrophs221

(ρ = 1) they depend on N to be able to grow. The maximum resource for both222

populationsN = 1 is available at the origin of the ecospace {0, 0} and the minimum223

resource for both populations occurs on the boundary of the ecospace where x1 +224

x2 = 1. Applying this axiom to (1) and evaluating f1 and f2 at the respective225

resource extremes N = 0 (x1+x2 = 1) and N = 1 (x1 = 0 = x2), the vertices of the226

triangular resource space R bounded by x1 = 0, x2 = 0 and x1 + x2 = 1⇒ N = 0227

provides naturally arising constraints on the values that the x1, and initially x2228

when it functions as an autotroph, parameters can take:229

0 < r1−m1 with −m1 < a11, a12, and 0 < r2−m2 with −m2 < a21, a22. (6)

Note that in general, a11 > 0 and a22 > 0 as normally increases in the x1 and230

x2 populations reduce the availability of resources for further growth, and hence231

have a detrimental effect upon their own population. Hence, most populations232

have a detrimental effect upon the growth rate of their own population, commonly233

referred to as density-dependent or quadratic mortality.234

However, when x2 functions as a heterotroph (ρ = 0), it solely depends upon235

x1 to be able to grow. Evaluating f2 at the respective resource extremes x1 = 1236

and x1 = 0 (i.e. f2|x1=1,ρ=0 > 0 and f2|x1=0,ρ=0 < 0), leads to the parameter237

constraints:238

−a12 < a21 < −m2 < 0 < a22. (7)

Here we have included the local mass balance constraint (−a21 < a12) that ensures239

that x2 cannot gain more mass from x1 than x1 loses. Note that autotrophic growth240

is zero when ρ = 0 (consequently the value of r2 is not considered), and a22 ≥ 0241

is taken as few populations have negative density-dependent mortality. When x2242

functions as a heterotroph, its maximum growth rate on x1, a21, must exceed its243

density-independent mortality rate m2, as stipulated by equation (7), for it to be244

a viable population.245
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The attributes that identify x2 as a mixotroph are:246

0 < m2 < r2 with 0 < m2 < −a21 < a12, (8)

where r2 > m2 indicates that x2 is able to grow via autotrophy and m2 < −a21 <247

a12 identifies that it can grow via heterotrophy (Cropp & Norbury 2015a). As x2248

develops its mixotrophic ability a21 reduces and becomes negative. When it utilises249

its heterotrophic ability ρ reduces, and when ρ = 0, x2 has ceased autotrophy and250

has adapted to become a pure heterotroph.251

2.2 Eco-evolutionary Coupling252

The litmus test that a model is truly eco-evolutionary, in which the dynamics of253

the ecosystem sub-model influence the evolution sub-model, and the dynamics of254

the evolution sub-model influence the ecosystem sub-model (Schoener 2011), is255

that all the blocks of the Jacobian, or community, matrix of the model evaluated256

at the eco-evolutionary equilibrium point {x∗1, x∗2, a∗21, ρ∗} are populated. Here,257

0 < x∗1, x
∗
2 < 1, 0 < x∗1 + x∗2 < 1, −a12 ≤ a∗21, and 0 ≤ ρ∗ ≤ 1. The locations258

and stabilities of the equilibrium points are discussed in §2.3 below and defined259

explicitly in Appendix 7.1.260

The Jacobian matrix of the eco-evolutionary model (1) is:261

J =


−(r1 + a11)x∗1 −(r1 + a12)x∗1 0 0

−[r2ρ
∗ + a∗21(1− ρ∗)]x∗2 −(r2ρ

∗ + a22)x∗2 (1− ρ∗)x∗1x∗2 (r2N
∗ + a∗21x

∗
1)x∗2

−h21
(
a∗
21+a12

β1

)
(1− ρ∗) 0 −h21

(
1
β1

)
(1− ρ∗)x∗1 h21

(
a∗
21+a12

β1

)
x∗1

h22

(
(1−ρ∗)ρ∗

β2
2

)
(a∗21 − r2) −h22

(
(1−ρ∗)ρ∗

β2
2

)
r2 h22

(
(1−ρ∗)ρ∗

β2
2

)
x∗1 h22

(
1−2ρ∗

β2
2

)
(r2N

∗ + a∗21x
∗
1)

 ,
(9)

where, N∗ = 1− x∗1 − x∗2.262

The upper right 2x2 block of the Jacobian matrix, that captures how the dy-263

namics of the evolutionary system influences the ecological dynamics, reveals that264

the evolutionary dynamics do not directly affect the dynamics of the x1 popula-265

tion, as expected, but that the dynamics of the x2 population are directly affected.266

The lower left 2x2 block of the Jacobian matrix, that captures how the ecological267

dynamics influences the evolutionary dynamics, reveals that the dynamics of the268

ecological system directly influence the dynamics of the evolutionary system, so269

the model (1) is fully coupled in an eco-evolutionary context.270

2.3 Equilibrium Points271

The location and stability of the equilibrium points are the key to understanding272

the dynamics of the eco-evolutionary system (1). The ecosystem component of273

the model (1) has several ecological equilibrium points that are unstable due to274

the parameter constraints (6) and (7). The ecosystem component of the model275

has a coexistence equilibrium point {xE1 , xE2 }, that is relevant to the dynamics of276

the system, that is not dependent on whether the evolutionary processes are at277

equilibrium (see below):278
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xE1 |{a21,ρ} =
r1(m2 + a22)− r2ρ(m1 + a12)−m1a22 +m2a12

a11a22 − a12a21(1− ρ)− r1(a21(1− ρ)− a22) + r2ρ(a11 − a12)
,

(10)

xE2 |{a21,ρ} =
r1(1− xE1 )−m1 − a11xE1

r1 + a12
.

This point exists in the ecospace E of ecologically valid solutions and is locally279

stable in the ecological space for the parameter values used in the simulations280

(Table 1). As the time scales of the ecological dynamics are generally shorter than281

those of the evolutionary processes, we might expect the populations to generally282

be close to their equilibrium values, so x∗1 and x∗2 are very near to xE1 and xE2283

respectively as a21 and ρ vary.284

The full eco-evolutionary system has two equilibrium points related to the285

ecological coexistence equilibrium point given by equation (10). The full details286

of the locations and eigenvalues of these points are provided in Appendix 7.1; in287

brief their locations are:288

EP0 ≡ {x∗1 = xE1 |{−a12,0}, x
∗
2 = xE2 |{−a12,0}, a

∗
21 = −a12, ρ∗ = 0}, (11)

EP1 ≡ {x∗1 = xE1 |{a∗
21,1}, x

∗
2 = xE2 |{a∗

21,1},−a
∗
21 < a12, ρ

∗ = 1}.

Note that if ρ∗ = 1, xE1 and xE2 do not depend on a21, and da21

dt = 0 = dρ
dt289

for any a21. All valid −a∗21 < a12 with ρ∗ = 1 form a (half) line of equilibrium290

points in the eco-evo space, upon which EP1 lies. When ρ∗ = 0, a21 does affect291

the ecosystem equilibrium and da21

dt = 0 forces a∗21 = −a12, producing the only292

isolated eco-evolutionary equilibrium point.293

Each of EP0 and EP1 have two eigenvalues λ1,2 associated with the ecological294

dynamics (see Appendix 7.1) that are always negative for the parameter values295

used in the simulations. The third and fourth eigenvalues of these points, that are296

associated with the evolutionary dynamics, are:297

EP0 : λ3 = −h
2
1

β1
x∗1, λ4 =

h22
β2
2

(r2N
∗ − a12x∗1), (12)

EP1 : λ3 = 0, λ4 = −h
2
2

β2
2

(r2N
∗ + a∗21x

∗
1).

EP1 has a zero eigenvalue associated with the a21 manifold, so the stability of the298

singular line EP1 is always degenerate in the a21 direction, but is always stable299

with respect to x1, x2 variation.300

The fourth eigenvalue of EP1 is negative, and EP1 is stable in this direction,301

for x∗1 >
r2(1−x∗

2)

r2+a12
, and unstable otherwise. Note that the fourth eigenvalues of302

EP0 and EP1 are the same magnitude but opposite signs, so when x∗1 reduces and303

EP1 becomes unstable, EP0 simultaneously becomes stable in this direction.304

As λ3 < 0 always for EP0, this point will be globally stable in the eco-305

evolutionary space when x∗1 <
r2(1−x∗

2)

r2+a12
. Evaluation of the λ4 eigenvalues with306

the parameter set used in the numerical simulations (see below) reveals that EP1307
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has an attracting λ4 eigenvalue for the initial part of the simulation, but that308

EP0 is a globally attracting eco-evolutionary equilibrium point for most of the309

simulations. This suggests that x2 initially adapting to become a more effective310

competitor and reducing the population of x1 will change the stability of EP0 and311

initiate its adaptation to heterotrophy.312

2.4 Numerical Simulations313

The model (1) was integrated for 1,000 generations using the parameter val-314

ues in Table 1 (see Appendix 7.2) starting from the initial conditions {x1(0) =315

0.388, x2(0) = 0.004, a21(0) = 2.00, ρ(0) = 0.90}. Here, x1 and x2 are 90% of their316

equilibrium values xE1 and xE2 . These parameter values and initial conditions com-317

ply with the constraints of equation (6) and define the initial state of the system318

to essentially be competition between two autotrophs. The system is initially dom-319

inated by x1, and the arrangement of the zero isoclines in Figure 1(a) indicates320

that without adaptation x1 will always dominate the system. However, 0 < ρ < 1321

reveals that x2 has the potential to engage in mixotrophic behaviour. Note we use322

the term “generation” rather loosely here as the time scale of the model is based323

on the normalised growth rate of the x1 population (r1 = 1, which is fixed), but it324

is the grow rate of the x2 population, which varies as a21 and ρ vary, that provides325

the “generations” of interest. The numerical values of the generations should not326

be interpreted literally, but as indicative of the relative timing of events.327

3 Simulation Results and Discussion328

The adaptation of x2 from its initial functioning solely as an autotroph to its329

final functioning solely as a heterotroph is shown in Figure 1. The initial isocline330

arrangement and vector field (Figure 1(a)) reveals that the initial parameter set331

(Table 1) has the two populations coexisting in a stable equilibrium as competing332

autotrophs. The vector field reveals x1 as a relatively strong competitor and x2 as333

a relatively weak competitor, with x1 sequestering approximately 40% of the total334

nutrient in the system and x2 only 0.4%.335

The initial response of x2 to its rather unfortunate initial condition is to in-336

crease both its dependence on autotrophy, revealed by its feeding preference ρ337

tending to 1, (Figure 2(e)) and its ability to consume x1, revealed by a21 becom-338

ing negative (Figure 2(b)). Increasing its preference for autotrophy improves x2’s339

ability to compete with x1, and x2 rapidly increases its share of the resources340

from 0.4 to 12%, while x1’s share reduces from 40 to 15%. However, x2 remains a341

poor autotroph competitor, with its intrinsic autotrophic growth r2 and mortality342

properties m2 and a22 determining that its environmental carrying capacity as an343

autotroph K2 = (r2 − m2)/(r2 + a22) = 0.19 remains far inferior to that of x1344

(K1 = (r1 −m1)/(r1 + a11) = 0.49).345

Figure 2(b) shows that a21 rapidly changes from positive to negative values,346

indicating that the x2 population adapts to utilise its metabolic pathways to con-347

sume x1 relatively quickly. This produces a change in nomenclature for x2’s po-348

tential trophic behaviour, from an autotroph to a potential green mixotroph (that349

grows mostly by autotrophy) to a potential red mixotroph (that grows mostly350
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(a) 

(f) (e) (d) 

(b) (c) 

Fig. 1 Ecospace diagrams illustrating the ecosystem states ({x1, x2}, red dots), zero isoclines
(black lines), vector fields (blue arrows) and stable coexistence equilibrium outcomes (black
dots) for the eco-evolutionary model described by equation (1) at: (a) commencement of in-
tegrations; (b) after 100 generations; (c) after 200 generations; (d) after 300 generations; (e)
after 400 generations; (f) after 600 generations. See Table 1 for parameter values. Note that
the f2 = 0 isocline extending beyond x1 = 1 in panel (c) denotes the initiation of net mixotro-
phy, and the positive slopes of the f2 = 0 isocline in panels (d-f) indicates the dominance of
heterotrophy. The translation of the x2 intercept of the f2 = 0 isocline down the x2 axis in
panels (d-f) indicates a reduction in autotrophy by x2, until its location below the origin in
panel (f) indicates the abandonment of autotrophy. Note that Figure 2 reveals that adapta-
tion continues after 600 generations, but with little qualitative change to trophic interactions.
Initial values for adapting parameters were a21 = 2.00 and ρ = 0.9.

by heterotrophy) (Cropp & Norbury 2015a). This rapid response is completed351

by generation 300 (Figure 1(d)). The populations stabilise after 500 generations,352

each changing by just a few percent over the next 500 generations (Figure 2(a,d)).353

x2’s preference for autotrophy also remains relatively stable over the period of354

change, with 0.92 < ρ < 0.98 for the first 200 generations, however, during this355

period of apparent stasis x2 is adapting to a population that is more proficient at356

heterotrophy, with a21 varying from about 2 to about −2 over this period.357

After about 400 generations, the x2 population begins to reduce its dependence358

on autotrophy, and increase its grazing upon x1. During this transition in trophic359

strategy the equilibrium population sizes provide little clue of the adaptation and360

associated changes in a21 in x2. This transition continues in an approximately lin-361

ear change until its net benefit from autotrophy becomes zero at about generation362

1,000. This leaves x2 growing solely as a result of its grazing on x1, that is, it has363

abandoned its mixotrophic life and has become a pure heterotroph.364

An interesting attribute of the system evident in Figure 2 is the apparent365

disconnection between the dynamics of the evolutionary system and the dynamics366

of the ecological system. This is a result of the subtlety of the processes involved.367
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Fig. 2 Results obtained by integrating the system of equation (1) for 1,000 generations:
(a) x1 equilibrium value x∗1; (b) evolution of a21; (c) growth of x2 by autotrophy; (d) x2
equilibrium value x∗2; (e) evolution of ρ; and (f) growth of x2 by heterotrophy. The eco-
evolutionary equilibrium point EP0 is shown as solid black lines and EP1 as dotted black lines
in panels (a), (b), (d) and (e). The value of a21 at which λ4 changes sign is evident as the
dashed line in (b) - a21 attains this value at generation 80. Note that x2 rapidly evolves to be
a better autotroph competitor, and then remains in apparent ecological stasis for about 200
generations while a21 adapts. See Table 1 for parameter values. Note that Figure 1 reveals that
the fundamental changes in trophic interactions are complete after about 600 generations, with
the new arrangements effectively being optimised in the last 400 generations of the simulation.
Initial values for adapting parameters were a21 = 2.00 and ρ = 0.9.

Figure 1 reveals that the adaptation initially involves rotation of the f2 = 0368

isocline, which almost pivots around the stable coexistence equilibrium point. The369

stable population sizes therefore provide no hint of the evolutionary processes that370

are under way. Although the population sizes barely change between generations371

200 and 300, x2 is adapting its trophic strategy from a competing autotroph to372

a mixotroph, that both competes with and consumes x1. Similarly, the stable373

population sizes between generations 500 and 1,000 belie the dramatic adaptation374

that is occurring within the x2 population, in this case from a red mixotroph to a375

heterotroph.376

The influence of the equilibrium points in the dynamics of the system is illu-377

minated in Figure 2 by the dotted and solid black lines showing the locations of378

the equilibrium points. This reveals that the stable ρ∗ = 0 equilibrium point EP0379

does not immediately attract the dynamics of the system. It takes until about gen-380

eration 200 at which stage a21 ≈ −2.7 is approaching its bound (−a12 = −3.00)381

and λ4 = −0.15 of EP0 is approaching its greatest magnitude (-0.166) before the382

system begins to transition from ρ = 1 to ρ = 0. The ecological system has transi-383

tioned to EP0 by around generation 500, at which time a21 = −3.00 has reached384

its bound but ρ = 0.25 has yet to complete its transition to its equilibrium value385

(Figure 2). The evolutionary system does not complete the transition to EP0 until386

about generation 1,000.387

Comparing generations 500 - 1,000 in Figures 1 and 2 reveals an interesting388

attribute of the evolutionary dynamics occurring in the system. The x2 population389

reaches its “optimal” size x∗2 = 0.18, an improvement from its pre-adaptation390

coexistence equilibrium of x∗2 = 0.004, by about generation 500, having reduced391

the initial competitive advantage of x∗1 = 0.40 to x∗1 = 0.13. At this stage x2392

has adapted to be a “red mixotroph” that grows mostly by consuming x1, as393
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r2ρN = 0.18 < 0.20 = a21(1 − ρ)x1. However, x2 continues to adapt its trophic394

strategy, reducing its autotrophic growth and increasing its heterotrophic growth,395

without improving its equilibrium state, by rotating its f2 = 0 isocline about the396

equilibrium point. This continued adaptation for no apparent benefit is a result of397

variance remaining in the distribution of feeding preference in the x2 population398

- it continues to adapt until it reaches the equilibrium state associated with the399

stable eco-evolutionary point EP0.400

The fitness function (equation (4)) has the property that selection pressure401

still operates upon the populations when they are at ecological equilibrium. How-402

ever, it is the natural trait bounds that determine whether adaptation occurs in403

a population. This is evident in Figure 2 where the populations are at ecological404

equilibrium for most generations. In the early period of population stability, from405

generations 60 to 600, adaptation occurs because a21 remains a substantial dis-406

tance from its bound. However, x2 does not utilise this new trophic strategy until407

the average trait is firmly established in the population, only commencing to grow408

substantially by consuming x1 from about generation 300, after it established the409

trait in the population.410

Once the average trait value a21 has closely approached its natural bound, it411

ceases to drive x2’s adaptation, and x2 begins to exploit this new trophic strategy412

by changing its feeding preference ρ. This strategy slowly gains more prevalence,413

until from about generation 700 there is a rapid transition to heterotrophy taking414

over from autotrophy as the dominant feeding strategy, although the population415

sizes barely change in response to this dramatic change in food web structure. How-416

ever, once this new state is reached, adaptation ceases as both average trait values417

lie near their natural bounds and the variances of the traits in the x2 population418

are now near zero. This leaves the system primed to undertake further adaptation,419

perhaps in response to changes in the biotic or abiotic environment that move the420

natural bounds, or mutation within the populations that reintroduces variance.421

When a21 = −a12, and x2 has “learnt” to very efficiently consume x1 (i.e.422

x2 increases its biomass by the entire amount it consumes of x1), the stable het-423

erotrophy equilibrium at ρ = 0 dominates the behaviour of the system. Then as424

a21 = −a12 the ρ equation acts, with N = 1 − x1 − x2 and x1, x2 = xE1 , x
E
2425

(which involve ρ), so the evolution of ρ from 1 to 0 (autotroph to heterotroph426

behaviour) also occurs on a very slow timescale. The key to the apparent discon-427

nection between the decrease in a21 that commences when ρ = 1 is that crossing428

the hyperplane r2N = −a21x1 changes the sign of λ4, destabilising the ρ = 1 state429

and stabilising the ρ = 0 equilibrium. Crossing this hyperplane signifies that x2’s430

potential growth as a heterotroph exceeds its potential growth as an autotroph.431

While the transition from ρ = 1 to ρ = 0 occurs over many generations (about432

750 in these simulations) the relatively rapid transition from ρ ≈ 0.8 to ρ ≈ 0.2)433

highlights the influence of the natural bounds on the trait values, and so on the434

evolutionary processes. Traits with average values distant from their bounds have435

the potential to evolve rapidly, where traits with average values near their bounds436

perforce evolve slowly.437
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4 Conclusions438

The numerical results show that a heuristic eco-evolutionary system (1) can simu-439

late the evolution of pure heterotrophy in an autotroph population that has, as the440

green alga Chlamydomonas for example does, both autotrophic and heterotrophic441

metabolic pathways (i.e. that is a mixotroph (Flynn et al. 2013)). To the best of442

our knowledge, this is the first eco-evolutionary model to provide a mechanistic443

description of the emergence of heterotrophy. Importantly, the simplicity of the444

resource-based Lotka-Volterra model allows an analytic examination of the factors445

that control the dynamics evident in the numeric simulations.446

Somewhat strikingly, the simulations show that the evolution of the autotroph447

to a heterotroph does not proceed monotonically, but has an intermediate stage448

where it improves its competitive functioning as an autotroph. Despite having the449

capability to function as a mixotroph, the initial adaptation of the mixotroph is to450

improve its autotrophic growth, and attempt to become a more effective autotroph451

competitor. Despite increasing its share of the total resources by a factor of 40, it452

remains vulnerable, as its competitor sequesters around twice as much of the total453

resource as it does. It is only after pursuing this strategy for 500 generations or454

so, during which it optimises its mixotrophic potential, that the mixotroph adapts455

its feeding preference to transition from an autotroph through mixotrophy to a456

heterotroph.457

A notable outcome of the numerical simulations is that the ecological state458

of the system does not necessarily reflect the evolutionary state, and vice versa.459

A dramatic change in the evolutionary status of the system may evidence itself460

as a minor change in the ecological status. For example, the dramatic change461

in the ecological state of the system, when x∗1 reduces from holding 40% of the462

resources to 24%, and x∗2 increases from 0.4% to 15% over generations 1 - 100,463

is accompanied by a similarly significant change in the ability of x2 to behave464

as a mixotroph a21 → −1.5. However, x2 continues to function as an autotroph,465

increasing its autotrophic growth and maintaining its mixotrophic/heterotrophic466

growth near zero. It is only much later (generations 500-900) that the dramatic467

evolutionary change from autotrophy ρ = 1 to heterotrophy ρ = 0 in x2 occurs,468

but this is accompanied by only a relatively subtle change in the ecological state,469

as x∗1 reduces from 24% to 13% and x∗2 increases from 15% to 18% of total resource.470

It is interesting to compare this observation with Bell’s experimental result (Bell471

2012) that algal systems appear adverse to abandoning autotrophy in favour of472

heterotrophy. However, perhaps extended duration experiments might produce the473

alternative conclusion that ultimately the algal system will effectively abandon474

autotrophy.475

This modelling exercise emphasises the importance of natural bounds on trait476

distributions for eco-evolutionary modelling. The use of trait bounds is not new in477

eco-evolutionary modelling (for example, Abrams (1999), Cortez & Patel (2017))478

but the trait bounds used have often been trivial (for example, an efficiency479

bounded between 0 and 1), intuitive (a trait mean bounded away from 0), or some-480

times arbitrary. As far as we are aware, this work is the first to use trait bounds481

that arise from fundamental properties of the ecological model. These bounds ef-482

fectively eliminate degenerate behaviours from the model solutions - the model483

cannot represent immortal populations, neither does it consider unviable popula-484

tions that cannot grow under any scenario. The bounds also ensure that physically485
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unrealistic processes, such as a predator gaining more mass from predation than486

its prey loses, cannot occur.487

The bounds imply distributions for which the variance of the trait is a func-488

tion of the distance of the trait average from the natural bound. It is the natural489

bounds, that in many cases maintain specific relationships between average values490

of different traits, that constrain the adaptation of the population to ecologically491

valid outcomes. The natural trait bounds have been implemented mathematically492

in the model; consequently the average trait values are capable of approaching493

the bounds infinitesimally closely in the computer simulations. Physiological con-494

straints in real organisms are likely to operate to maintain actual average trait495

values further away from their natural bounds than would occur in our mathemat-496

ical idealisation. Alternatively, a population may have the physiological capacity497

to exceed its theoretical bounds, in which case non-ecological outcomes such as498

self-extinction might eventuate.499

The idealised model of eco-evolutionary processes here shows the emergence of500

heterotrophy for a population (allegorically a green alga) that has metabolic path-501

ways that allow it to utilise both inorganic and organic resources. The emergence502

of pure heterotrophy is a necessary and key step in building up trophic levels in503

food webs and ecosystems. The model simulations suggest that the evolution of a504

new trophic level does not necessarily occur monotonically or uniformly, and that505

the signatures of such transitions in field observations may be subtle.506
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7 Appendix512

7.1 Appendix One: Equilibrium Points513

The full eco-evolutionary model (1) has eco-evolutionary coexistence equilibrium514

points {x∗1, x∗2, a∗21, ρ∗}, that are potentially stable and are the focus of our inves-515

tigation. One coexistence equilibrium point EP1 is:516

x∗1 =
r1a22 − r2a12 −m1(r2 + a22) +m2(r1 + a12)

r1a22 − r2a12 + a11(r2 + a22)
, (13)

x∗2 =
r1(1− x∗1)−m1 − a11x∗1

r1 + a12
,

a∗21 > −a12,
ρ∗ = 1.
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For the parameter values used in the simulations (Table 1) this point lies inside517

the feasible ecospace E ≡ {0 < x1 < 1, 0 < x2 < 1; 0 < x1 + x2 < 1}, and is518

relevant to the early eco-evolutionary dynamics of the system. Note that when519

ρ∗ = 1 the value of a∗21 is not fixed as it does not appear in the model equations520

(1) or (13). Substituting ρ∗ = 1 into the Jacobian matrix (equation (9)) of the521

model (equation (1)) and solving for the eigenvalues gives:522

2λ1,2 = −(r1 + a11)x∗1 − (r2 + a22)x∗2 ±

√
{(r1 + a11)x∗1 − (r2 + a22)x∗2}2

+4r2(r1 + a12)x∗1x
∗
2

, (14)

λ3 = 0,

λ4 = −h
2
2

β2
2

(r2N
∗ + a∗21x

∗
1).

As the value of a∗21 > −a12 is not fixed for EP1, in the four dimensional eco-evo523

phase space this equilibrium point in E becomes a half-line of equilibrium points.524

Further, λ4 can change sign and its stability along the ρ manifold can change, and525

is negative when a∗21 is sufficiently positive, that is when a∗21 > −r2N∗/x∗1.526

The other coexistence equilibrium point EP0 is:527

x∗1 =
r1(m2 + a22)−m1a22 +m2a12
a11a22 − a12a∗21 − r1(a∗21 − a22)

, (15)

x∗2 =
r1(1− x∗1)−m1 − a11x∗1

r1 + a12
,

a∗21 = −a12,
ρ∗ = 0.

The eigenvalues of this point are:528

2λ1,2 = −(r1 + a11)x∗1 − a22x∗2 ±

√
{(r1 + a11)x∗1 − a22x∗2}2

+4r2(r1 + a12)x∗1x
∗
2

, (16)

λ3 = −h
2
1

β1
x∗1,

λ4 =
h22
β2
2

(r2N
∗ − a12x∗1).

The eigenvalues λ1,2 on the {x1, x2}manifold remain the same, and are negative for529

all values used in the numerical simulation. The eigenvalue along the a21 manifold530

λ3 is always negative for positive values of x1, and the eigenvalue along the ρ531

manifold λ4 is also negative as r2N
∗ < a12x

∗
1. This point is then stable. Note that532

the fourth eigenvalues λ4 of EP1 and EP0 have opposite signs.533
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Table 1 Parameter values used in equation (1) to draw Figures 1 and 2.

Parameter Process Value

r1 Maximum x1 autotroph growth rate 1.00
m1 Density-independent mortality rate of x1 0.01
r2 Maximum x2 autotroph growth rate 0.50
m2 Density-independent mortality rate of x2 0.125
a11 Density-dependent mortality rate of x1 1.00
a12 Effect of x2 upon x1 3.00
a21 Effect of x1 upon x2 −3.00→ 2
a22 Density-dependent mortality rate of x2 1.50
h1 Realised additive heritability of a21 0.50
h2 Realised additive heritability of ρ 0.075
β1 Shape parameter of a21 γ-distribution 0.25
β2 Shape parameter of ρ γ-distribution 0.25
ρ Feeding preference of x2 0→ 1

7.2 Appendix Two: Parameter Values534

Although this work is conceptually based on the results of Bell (2012), the ecolog-535

ical model is heuristic, with population interactions represented in their simplest536

form, so we have not attempted to reproduce the timescale of evolution noted by537

Bell. The parameter values have been chosen to produce interesting, representa-538

tive dynamics in a reasonable computational time. We do not report a parameter539

sensitivity analysis here, but note that the evolutionary time scales are sensitive540

to both the evolutionary and ecological parameters. In particular, we note that541

the x2 density-independent mortality parameter m2 has a significant effect on the542

evolutionary timescale, supporting the view that adaptation is driven by the rate543

at which less-fit individuals are removed from the population.544
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